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The fundinfo platform: getting the right information to the right people
fundinfo has developed and continuously improves a cloud-based solution that hosts fund data and
documents from over 550 of the world’s largest fund houses. Created in 2005 as a fund database for
in-house researchers, www.fundinfo.com has grown into a globally available platform where asset
managers, financial advisors and investors go to get their domicile-relevant fund information quickly
and efficiently.

Figure 1: Typical fund listing on www.fundinfo.com including fund data
and links to fund documents

As timely, up-to-date and correct fund documents and data form the basis for intelligent investment
decisions, fundinfo places the utmost priority on the accuracy of the information published on its
platform. To this end, fundinfo employs a team of over 35 fund experts whose fulltime job is to qualitycontrol incoming fund documents (prospectus, financial reports, UCIT KIIDs, PRIIP KIDs, monthly
factsheets, shareholder announcements, etc.) and data (fund name, domicile, currency, ISIN, charges
and fees, country registrations etc.) before allowing them to be published on www.fundinfo.com. A
complete list of documents and data published on www.fundinfo.com can be found in the document
“Documents and Data Published on www.fundinfo.com”.
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Ensuring quality through the openfunds standard
As an integral part of fundinfo’s approach to ensuring data quality, fundinfo is a founding member of
the openfunds association. The association is a consortium of prominent financial institutions serving
the fund industry who have collaborated to create a cost-free, open-source standard for the
characterisation of fund data; openfunds. It is an open and extensible standard which enables the
automated validation of fund data in order to improve the quality and efficiency in the dissemination of
fund information.
All fund data is validated against the openfunds standard before publication. fundinfo plays an active
role in not only reporting back inconsistencies or potential wrong data before publication, but also in
supporting and training fund houses about openfunds and how to maintain compliance with the
standard.
For more information about the openfunds standard, visit www.openfunds.org or read the whitepaper.

Quality Assurance on fundinfo’s platform
Pre-validation by the fund house
As a first step, fundinfo provides fund data or document providers with online tools which enable fund
houses to perform automated quality checks before sending their fund information to fundinfo for
upload in the database. fundinfo offers several validation tools free-of-charge for external access to
facilitate data integrity.
For fund documents:
•

PDF embedded Metadata Check.
This tool checks whether a PDF fund document meets the required metadata specifications.
https://validate.fundinfo.com/Document/Metadata

•

Check of XML/CSV files containing fund document URLs and reference Metadata.
This tool tests if fund document URLs return a PDF in a way that fundinfo is able to process
the document.
https://validate.fundinfo.com/Document/UrlAddress

•

Doc-TS CSV file checker.
This tool validates a CSV feed file uploaded via fundinfo’s Document Transfer System (DocTS). Checks are performed on the data structure, metadata values and their format.
https://validate.fundinfo.com/Document/CSV

For fund data:
•

Spreadsheet validator:
this tool validates Static Data Spreadsheets according to validation rules established by
openfunds. In addition, it takes into consideration rules set up by fundinfo to enhance data
quality.
https://validate.fundinfo.com/Data/Spreadsheet
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Quality Control – Validation after submission
Submitted data is validated against the openfunds standard (www.openfunds.org) for static fund data
(sometimes referred to as “master data”). Validation rules applied for data checks are accessible here:
https://validate.fundinfo.com/Data/ErrorTypeClassification
https://validate.fundinfo.com/Data/Identifiers
Documents are checked using several methods, i.e. unique pdf identification by using MD5 hash
value. Additionally, experts at fundinfo apply a four-eyes policy: documents are always checked by two
different, experienced specialists.

Verification and feedback process

Figure 2: fundinfo's data and document team in Zurich, Switzerland

When performing verification, fundinfo draws on more than 13 years of comprehensive experience in
professional data and document management. The following checks are performed by a team of
experts located at fundinfo headquarters in Switzerland:
•

Authorisation of reporting source:
Is the sender of this information authorised to submit data/documents for this fund house to
fundinfo?

•

Completeness of information:
Does the request contain all relevant information to perform the upload/modification? Is
information contradictory or obviously incorrect?

•

Compliance to local requirements:
Is the document compliant with the requirements of local authorities? Is the fund approved by
the local financial authority?

If there are any comments or questions regarding data or documents, fundinfo immediately contacts
the information provider to ask for clarification.

Reconciliation and reporting
Each Fund Data or Document Provider can perform checks of data and documents hosted on
fundinfo’s system.

3.4.1 Use of public platforms
By visiting one of fundinfo’s public platforms, all parties have access to data and documents hosted on
fundinfo’s system to verify their accuracy:
•
•

https://www.fundinfo.com
https://www.etfinfo.com/
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3.4.2 Monthly document coverage check
Upon request, each fund house receives a monthly coverage report of all their documents currently
accessible on fundinfo’s system. This coverage check report is automatically generated and
distributed to all document senders.

3.4.3 Full reconciliation/audit
If a fund house requires a full audit including reconciliation and improvement options, they can contact
fundinfo’s document or data team at any time. The requested information will be collected and
provided by email summary. If desired, it can also be discussed in a meeting / call or web conference.
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Timelines

Fig. 3: Processing time, depending on transmission method

Transmission via Data-/Doc-DTS
The quickest way to transmit data and documents is the use of an automated Data- or Document
Transfer System (DTS). Data and Documents are verified and processed the business day after the
upload. If there are no inconsistencies, it is uploaded on the day of verification and made available by
fundinfo’s services the day after the upload.

Transmission by email
Email transmission is processed manually by fundinfo’s operations team. Depending on the current
workload, verification and processing might take several days. Given the precondition that the
information provided is complete and correct, it is uploaded on the day of verification. fundinfo strives
to limit processing time to a maximum of 5 business days.
For more information about how to host your fund documents and data on www.fundinfo.com, or take
advantage of fundinfo’s dissemination or feed services, contact fundinfo.
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Processing model and life cycle of fund data and documents

Fig. 4: Processing model
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Contact information
fundinfo AG
Staffelstrasse 12
8045 Zürich
Switzerland

Office Hours Switzerland:
08:30 – 17:30 UTC +1 (daylight saving: UTC +2)
Phone +41 44 286 91 02
For Fund Houses:
membersupport@fundinfo.com
For Fund Distributors: businesssupport@fundinfo.com

fundinfo (Germany) GmbH
Rheinstraße 13
60325 Frankfurt
Germany

Office Hours Germany:
08:30 – 17:30 UTC +1 (daylight saving: UTC +2)
Phone +49 69 750 859 790
For Fund Houses:
membersupport@fundinfo.com
For Fund Distributors: businesssupport@fundinfo.com

fundinfo (UK) Limited
Warnford Court
29 Throgmorton Street
London EC2N 2AT
UK

Office Hours UK:
08:30 – 17:30 UTC (daylight saving: UTC +1)
Phone +44 203 451 50 38
For Fund Houses:
membersupport@fundinfo.com
For Fund Distributors: businesssupport@fundinfo.com

fundinfo (France) SAS
149 rue Saint Honoré
75001 Paris
France

Office Hours France:
08:30 – 17:30 UTC +1 (daylight saving: UTC +2)
Phone +33 1 70 39 21 68
For Fund Houses:
membersupport@fundinfo.com
For Fund Distributors: businesssupport@fundinfo.com

fundinfo Spain S.L.
Paseo de la Castellana 259 C
28046 Madrid
Spain

Office Hours Spain:
08:30 – 17:30 UTC +1 (daylight saving: UTC +2)
Phone +34 91 414 7805
For Fund Houses:
membersupport@fundinfo.com
For Fund Distributors: businesssupport@fundinfo.com

fundinfo Asia Ltd.
Unit C, 17/F, Neich Tower,
128 Gloucester Road
Wan Chai, Hong Kong

Office Hours Hong Kong:
08:30 – 17:30 UTC +8
Phone +852 2618 1622
For Fund Houses:
membersupport@fundinfo.com
For Fund Distributors: businesssupport@fundinfo.com

fundinfo (Singapore) Pte. Ltd
16 Raffles Quay
Hong Leong Building #33-03
Singapore 048581

Office Hours Singapore:
08:30 – 17:30 UTC +8
Phone +65 316 32 294
For Fund Houses:
membersupport@fundinfo.com
For Fund Distributors: businesssupport@fundinfo.com
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